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iPad2 is one of the best gadget of Apple and it can be easily jailbreak. Many people are jailbreaking
their iPad2 to make it better than before. Ipad2 is in great demand and people are crazy to jailbreak
and unlock it.

Apple has developed many devices but iPad2 is the best one. It has more features and functions
than any other devices. Most of the people believe that both jailbreaking and unlocking are illegal,
but its not true as it is completely legal and also announced by US govt.

You must be confused between jailbreaking and unlocking then you don't have to worry about it as I
am here to explain you. Jailbreak is the type of hacking that hacks all the unapproved applications
or in simple words you can say that it allows you to download and install all the restricted
applications. Actually there are thousands of applications that are not approved by Apple because of
their own personal reasons.

But people want to have all those unapproved applications in their device. They want to make their
device more attractive and interesting than before. There are thousands of applications that not
provided by Apple, they think that if they add more features it will have effect on the battery.

Unlocking is the process of using different networks on your device. We know that Apple devices
support only AT&T network and when you unlock your device it will allow your device to use
different SIM cards on your iPad.

Some easy steps to jailbreak iPad2:

1) Search for the reliable and reputed software to jailbreak iPad2 4.3.1. Click on that software
download and install it. When you see the messageâ€• prepare to jailbreak(DFU)â€•, then plug your
device to a PC.

2) Follow the instructions carefully coming from the software that you have installed.

3)After launching the iPad2 to the DFU setting, you need to press Sleep button for 3 seconds and
after this hold the Home button also for 10 seconds.

4)Now release the Sleep button but not Home button as you have to hold it for the another 15
seconds. The last step is to click on the jailbreak button and yo will find that the software injecting its
low-level boot exploits into iPad2. Do not touch your device or PC until it shows the message that
your device is jailbroken.

Congrats! Now you can move your device as you want. You can download games, themes,
wallpapers and videos from the You Tube.

If you are not sure about the Software for jailbreaking then its better to take the advice from an
experienced person or you can consult it from the retailer. Remember that every time jailbreak will
not provide you good results. Sometimes data lost when we jailbreak our device and that's why it is
necessary that you should make a back up of your device. In case, file s get deleted you can get
them from the Back up files.
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